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ABSTRACT A free energy decomposition scheme has been developed and tested on antibody–antigen and protease–
inhibitor binding for which accurate experimental structures were available for both free and bound proteins. Using the x-ray
coordinates of the free and bound proteins, the absolute binding free energy was computed assuming additivity of three
well-defined, physical processes: desolvation of the x-ray structures, isomerization of the x-ray conformation to a nearby local
minimum in the gas-phase, and subsequent noncovalent complex formation in the gas phase. This free energy scheme,
together with the Generalized Born model for computing the electrostatic solvation free energy, yielded binding free energies
in remarkable agreement with experimental data. Two assumptions commonly used in theoretical treatments; viz., the
rigid-binding approximation (which assumes no conformational change upon complexation) and the neglect of vdW inter-
actions, were found to yield large errors in the binding free energy. Protein–protein vdW and electrostatic interactions between
complementary surfaces over a relatively large area (1400–1700 Å2) were found to drive antibody–antigen and protease–
inhibitor binding.
INTRODUCTION
To understand molecular recognition of protein surfaces, it
is important to obtain the quantitative contributions of the
individual forces governing binding affinity and specificity.
Consequently, it is useful to develop reliable methods for
computing absolute or relative free energies that can dissect
the relative magnitudes of different thermodynamics ef-
fects. Many such methods have been developed and they
fall generally into three classes. The first class includes free
energy simulation methods (Kollman, 1996; Tembe and
McCammon, 1984) that treat solute and solvent atoms ex-
plicitly with an atomic force-field description. These simu-
lation methods have a rigorous statistical mechanics basis
and can be used to compute the difference between the
binding free energies of two closely related medium-sized
compounds (e.g., ligands differing only in a single residue)
in solution fairly accurately (Jorgensen and Tirado-Rives,
1995). However, they are less reliable for ligand–protein or
protein–protein association due mainly to the problem of
sampling the relevant configurations of the solute and sol-
vent (McCammon, 1998).
The second class encompasses empirical approaches that
use parameters obtained from a “training set” of known
interactions (Andrews et al., 1984; Bohm, 1994; Horton and
Lewis, 1992; Weng et al., 1997; Williams et al., 1993). The
binding free energy is taken to be a sum of different terms
associated with hydrophobic contacts, hydrogen bonds or
salt bridges, and conformational entropy loss. The various
terms are usually not derived from theoretical backgrounds
(e.g., statistical thermodynamics or molecular mechanics),
but from available binding data in a statistical manner. The
key advantage of empirical methods is their speed. How-
ever, these phenomenological scoring functions rely criti-
cally on the quality of the training database.
The third class includes methods that treat the solute atoms
explicitly and the solvent as a continuum dielectric medium
(Kollman et al., 2000). The electrostatic contribution to the
solvation free energy is computed using finite difference Pois-
son–Boltzmann (PB) (Honig and Nicholls, 1995) methods or
the Generalized Born (GB) approximation (Still et al., 1990;
Qiu et al., 1997), whereas the nonelectrostatic contribution is
treated as an empirical function of the solvent-accessible sur-
face area (SASA) (Still et al., 1990). These methods appear
promising for certain systems because they represent a good
balance between speed (by avoiding sampling of solvent con-
figurations) and accuracy (by incorporating long-range elec-
trostatics, ionic strength, and polarization effects).
Although the computed absolute/relative binding free en-
ergies for various systems have been reported to be in close
agreement with the respective experimental values, this
does not necessarily mean that the underlying theory or
scheme for computing the binding free energy is accurate.
This is because the agreement may be fortuitous and errors
due to experimental issues may mask the errors inherent in
computing the various free energy components. For exam-
ple, in many cases the x-ray structure of the complex, but
not its unbound counterparts, is known. In such cases, the
binding free energy is often estimated from the atomic
coordinates of the complex alone assuming no conforma-
tional change upon complexation (rigid-binding approxima-
tion) (Novotny et al., 1989; Williams et al., 1991; Horton
and Lewis, 1992; Jackson and Sternberg, 1995; Friedman
and Honig, 1995; Froloff et al., 1997; Novotny et al., 1997;
Olson, 1999). In cases where the atomic coordinates of both
free and bound proteins are available, the protein may have
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been crystallized at a pH that is significantly different from the
pH at which the binding free energy was measured. Further-
more, NMR structures are often solved at low pH. However,
the free energy for protein association that is mediated by
ionizable residues can be very sensitive to pH (Gibas, 1997;
Xavier andWilson, 1998). Discrepancy between the computed
and experimental binding free energies has been attributed to
the use of low pH structures rather than shortcomings in the
free energy function/calculations, like the neglect of van der
Waals (vdW) interactions (Krystek et al., 1993).
Partly due to the above issues, the various theoretical
studies have not reached a consensus regarding the major
force driving the binding process. Pauling concluded that
the cooperation of weak vdW and hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions between complementary surfaces over an area suf-
ficiently large to overcome the disrupting influence of ther-
mal agitation govern protein–protein recognition (Pauling,
1974; Pauling and Pressman, 1945). In contrast, Chothia
and Janin suggested that vdW and polar interactions con-
tribute little to complex stability, and it is hydrophobicity
(the release of interfacial water) that is the major factor
stabilizing protein–protein associations (Chothia and Janin,
1975; Kauzmann, 1959). This view is also implicitly as-
sumed in studies that fit the experimental binding free
energy to buried surface areas (Horton and Lewis, 1992).
Honig and coworkers and other groups found that nonpolar
interactions, represented by a free energy–surface area re-
lationship that is assumed to account for the hydrophobic
effect and enhanced interfacial packing, provide the major
driving force for MHC class I protein–peptide, trypsin-
inhibitor and cl repressor protein–DNA association (Fro-
loff et al., 1997; Jayaram et al., 1999; Misra et al., 1998).
Note that Chothia and Janin as well as Honig and coworkers
did not take vdW interactions into account explicitly in
computing the absolute binding free energy.
In this work, Scheme 1 (see next section), in conjunction
with continuum dielectric models, has been implemented to
compute the absolute free energy of protein–protein asso-
ciation. Our initial goals are twofold: to assess the accuracy
of our scheme for computing absolute binding free energies,
and to assess the validity of the various assumptions in
previous theoretical treatments like the rigid-binding ap-
proximation or the neglect of vdW interactions and vibra-
tional entropy (Novotny et al., 1989; Williams et al., 1991;
Horton and Lewis, 1992; Vajda et al., 1994; Jackson and
Sternberg, 1995; Novotny et al., 1997; Froloff et al., 1997;
Olson, 1999). To address our first goal, we chose systems
for which experimental binding free energies are available
for comparison with the computed values, and accurate
structures are available to minimize errors due to experi-
mental issues. In this way, any observed discrepancy be-
tween the calculated and experimental results would reflect
primarily the assumptions or deficiencies in our methodol-
ogy rather than inaccuracies in the experimental structures.
Specifically, we chose systems for which the crystal struc-
tures of both the complex and its components have been
solved to1.9-Å resolution to eliminate errors arising from
poor quality structures or absence of free protein structures.
Having the x-ray structures of the unbound and bound
proteins also enable us to account for conformational
changes that accompany binding (especially at the interac-
tion surfaces). Also, we verified that the pH at which the
free and complex structures were solved is close to the pH
at which the corresponding binding free energy was mea-
sured to minimize errors due to structural changes at differ-
ent pH values. To address our second goal, the systems
chosen satisfied not only the above criteria, but have also
been studied using various approximations.
Only two systems were found to satisfy all of the afore-
mentioned criteria. They are trypsin complexed with bovine
pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI), and the fragment vari-
able (Fv) region of mouse monoclonal antibody, D1.3,
bound to hen egg-white lysozyme (HEL). Their experimen-
tal binding free energies, Protein Data Bank (PDB) entries
(Bernstein et al., 1977) and various properties are listed in
Table 1. The interface area is defined as the SASA differ-
ence between the complex and its components. Note that
both systems correspond to association of positively
charged proteins to form a 12e complex with only small
changes in conformation, as evidenced by root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) of the backbone atoms in the free x-ray
structure from that in the corresponding complex crystal
structure of 1 Å (see Table 1). The excellent agreement
found between the computed and experimental binding free
energies (see Results) allowed us to identify the key forces
governing protease-inhibitor and antibody–antigen compl-
exation with interface areas in the range of 1400–1700 Å2.
Finally, we compare our findings with results obtained in
previous studies for the same or homologous systems as well
as for other protein–protein complexes (see Discussion).
METHODS
Theory
The binding free energy calculations were based on the thermodynamic
cycle
rmingas  lmingas O¡
Ggas
R  Lmingas
1	Gisomr 1	Gisoml 2GisomRL
rgas  lgas R  Lgas
1	Gsolvr 1	Gsolvl 2GsolvRL
rsln  lsln O¡
G

R  Lsln
In Scheme 1, lower case r and l denote the unbound receptor and ligand
conformations, whereas upper case R and L denote the bound receptor and
ligand conformations. Note that [x]sln and [x]gas, where x  r, l, or R  L,
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correspond to the same structure; viz., the relaxed “all-hydrogen” x-ray
structure (see next section). The latter was energy minimized in the gas
phase to yield [xmin]gas, which corresponds to a local energy minimum that
is required to compute gas-phase vibrational frequencies and thus the
vibrational entropy change accompanying binding (see Gas-phase Binding
Free Energy).
The standard free energy change (G0) for the noncovalent association
of two molecules in solution according to Scheme 1 is given by
G
 Gsolv Gisom Ggas, (1)
where
Gsolv GsolvR  L Gsolvr Gsolvl (2)
and
Gisom GisomR  L Gisomr Gisoml. (3)
The desolvation free energy, 	Gsolv, corresponds to the work of trans-
ferring the molecule in its solution conformation to the same conformation
in the gas phase at 298 K. The isomerization free energy, 	Gisom, is the
work of transforming the molecule in its x-ray conformation to a nearby
local minimum structure in the gas phase. Ggas is the standard free energy
change per mole for the noncovalent association of the molecules in the gas
phase at 298 K. The calculations of Gsolv, Gisom, and Ggas are de-
scribed below.
Structures
In computing the absolute free energy according to Scheme 1, x-ray
structures of the free proteins and their respective complex were used (see
Table 1). The ionizable groups in the free proteins and respective complex
were protonated or deprotonated according to available experimental pKa
values and the pH of crystallization. All aspartic acid and glutamic acid
residues as well as COOH-terminal groups were deprotonated, whereas
arginine, lysine, cysteines, and NH2-terminal groups were protonated.
Histidine residues were protonated only if their side-chain nitrogen atoms
were within 3.5 Å of a hydrogen acceptor in the crystal structures. How-
ever, for the proteins studied here, the histidine side chains were found not
to be involved in hydrogen bonding. Thus, they were treated as neutral by
protonating at N2 or N1 according to their local environment in the crystal
structure. In trypsin, His40 and His91 were protonated at N2, but His57 was
protonated at N1 (Jackson and Sternberg, 1995). BPTI has no histidine
residues. For the Fv region of mouse monoclonal D1.3 antibody and
lysozyme, all the histidines were protonated at N2 (Tanokura, 1983). Only
one histidine is located in the interface region in the complex crystal
structures; viz., His57 in the trypsin/BPTI complex.
First, hydrogen atoms were added to the crystal structure using the
HBUILD module of the CHARMM program (Brooks et al., 1983). The
resulting structure was subjected to several steps of minimization using
steepest descent followed by adopted-basis Newton–Raphson with strong
(10 kcal/mol/Å2) harmonic constraints on all heavy atoms. This relieved
close contacts in the protein without disrupting its overall conformation
(Philippopoulos and Lim, 1995), as evidenced by RMSDs from the respec-
tive crystal structure of 0.064 Å (see Table 2). The relaxed all-hydrogen
x-ray structures, denoted by [r]sln, [lsln, and [R  L]sln, were used to compute
the solvation free energies (see below). For the isomerization step, each
all-hydrogen x-ray structure was energy minimized (initially with con-
straints, then without) using a dielectric constant of one for	2500 steps of
steepest descent, followed by 7500 steps of adopted-basis Newton–
Raphson until the average force was 2  10	6 kcal/mol/Å. The fully
minimized [rmin]gas, [lmin]gas, and [(R  L)min]gas structures, which remain
close to their respective crystal structure (see Table 2), were used to obtain
the gas-phase complexation energies and entropies. All energy minimiza-
tions were carried out using the CHARMM program (Brooks et al., 1983)
and the version 22 all-hydrogen forcefield (MacKerell et al., 1998).
In computing G0 using the rigid-binding approximation, the starting
conformations of the unbound r and l proteins were obtained from the
TABLE 1 Properties of protein–protein complexes studied in this work
Property D1.3HEL D1.3 HEL TrypsinBPTI Trypsin BPTI
Gexp (kcal/mol)* 	11.4  0.1† 	18.1  0.1‡
(pH of binding) (7.1) (8.0)
PDB entry 1vfb 1vfa 1dpx 2ptc 2ptn 1bpi
Resolution (Å) 1.80 1.80 1.65 1.90 1.55 1.10
pH of crystallization 7.1 7.1 8.0 7.0 7.0 8.2
Number of atoms 5,384 3,424 1,960 4,112 3,220 892
Net charge 12 4 8 12 6 6
SASA (Å2)§ 15,049 10,027 6,470 11,441 9,095 4,013
Conformational 1.07 1.27 0.83 1.23
Change (Å)¶ (0.87) (0.88) (0.61) (0.93)
*Experimental binding free energy, Gexp, in kcal/mol, at 298 K and the pH of the Gexp measurement in brackets.
†From Verhoeyen et al. (1988).
‡From Vincent & Lazdunski (1972).
§SASA values are based on the x-ray structures.
¶The RMSD of the heavy atoms (or backbone atoms) of the bound protein from the free one.
TABLE 2 RMSD of heavy atoms from crystal structures*
Complex Structure Free Structures D1.3HEL D1.3 HEL TrypsinBPTI Trypsin BPTI
[(R  L)]sln [r/l]sln 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05
[(R  L)]sln [R/L]sln 0.06 1.05 1.29 0.05 0.97 1.20
[(R  L)]sln [R/Lmincons]sln 0.06 1.05 1.25 0.05 0.97 1.18
[(R  L)min]gas [r/lmin]gas 1.23 1.15 1.48 1.37 1.23 1.35
*The RMSD of the heavy atoms in the free or bound protein structure from the respective x-ray structure (see Methods).
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relaxed all-hydrogen x-ray structure of the R  L complex; i.e., [r]sln 
[R]sln and [l]sln  [L]sln. These rigid free structures exhibit heavy atom
RMSDs from the respective crystal structures that range from 0.97 to 1.29
Å (see Table 2). The latter value is greater than the motion of protein
crystal atoms, 0.3–0.5 Å, derived from their B-factors (Froloff et al., 1997;
Luzzati, 1952). Thus, in the rigid-binding approximation, G0 is computed
according to
Rmingas  Lmingas O¡
Ggas
R  Lmingas
1	GisomR 1	GisomL 2GisomRL
Rgas  Lgas R  L]gas
1	GsolvR 1	GsolvL 2GsolvRL
Rsln  Lsln O¡
G

R  Lsln
The G0 was also evaluated using free receptor and free ligand struc-
tures that have been modeled from the respective complex by minimizing
the receptor R and ligand L conformations using CHARMM with a dis-
tance-dependent dielectric constant and constraints on all heavy atoms
(denoted by min  cons in Scheme 3). In this case, [r]sln  [Rmincons]sln
and [l]sln  [Lmincons]sln. Their heavy-atom RMSDs from the respective
crystal structures are similar to those of the rigid structures (see Table 2).
Rmingas  Lmingas O¡
Ggas
R  Lmingas
1	GisomRmincons 1	GisomLmincons 2GisomRL
Rminconsgas  Lminconsgas R  L]gas
1	GsolvRmincons 1	GsolvLmincons 2GsolvRL
Rminconssln  Lminconssln O¡
 G

R  Lsln
Calculations
Solvation free energy Gsolv
The standard solvation free energy, Gsolv, can be expressed as a sum of
3 terms,
Gsolv Gsolvcav  GsolvvdW Gsolvelec (4)
The first two terms in Eq. 4 constitute the nonelectrostatic contribution
(Gsolvnonel) to the solvation free energy due to the work required to create the
solute cavity in solution (Gsolvcav ) and to vdW interactions between the
solute and solvent (GsolvvdW). The last term in Eq. 4 gives the electrostatic
contribution (Gsolvelec) to the solvation free energy.
The nonelectrostatic solvation free energy, Gsolvnonel, was approximated
by a linear function of the SASA (Lee and Richards, 1971),
Gsolvnonel GsolvvdW Gsolvcav
 
vdW 
cav SASA
  SASA. (5)

 was set to 7.2 cal/mol/Å2. This value in Eq. 5 and the GB model (Eq. 6
below) could reproduce the experimental hydration free energies of a wide
range of neutral small molecules (Still et al., 1990) and the experimental
free energies of dihydrofolate reductase and trypsin binding (Zou et al.,
1999). It is also in accord with that (6.4  1.7 cal/mol/Å2) (Friedman and
Honig, 1995) derived from the partition coefficients of linear alkanes
between water and the gas phase using AMBER radii to compute the
SASA. 
vdW was set to 	38.8 cal/mol/Å2 (Jayaram et al., 1999), the value
obtained from experimental vaporization enthalpies of hydrocarbons
(Ohtaki and Fukushima, 1992). The difference between 
 and 
vdW yields

cav 46.0 cal/mol/Å2 (Sharp et al., 1991). The SASA of the molecule was
computed using the GEPOL program (Pascual-Ahuir and Silla, 1990) and
CHARMM vdW radii (MacKerell et al., 1998). Hence, Gsolvnonel is pro-
portional to the loss in SASA at the protein–protein interface.
The electrostatic solvation free energy, Gsolvelec, was computed using
two continuum solvent approaches: the analytical GB model (Qiu et al.,
1997; Still et al., 1990) and numerical PB methods (Honig and Nicholls,
1995). The former is denoted by Gsolv,GBelec , whereas the latter by
Gsolv,PBelec . In the GB model (Still et al., 1990), Gsolv,GBelec is expressed as
a sum of Coulombic interactions between each pair of charges (qi, qj) in
a solvent of dielectric constant  and the Born self solvation energy of
each individual charge,
Gsolv,GBelec   1661 1
i1
n 
j1
n qiqj
fGB
,
fGB rij2  ijexp   rij24ij. (6)
fGB is an effective distance function that depends on the interatomic
distances (rij) and the effective Born radii of atoms i and j (i, j). In
computing the electrostatic solvation free energies,  was set to 80, the
dielectric constant for bulk water, and the atomic charges were taken from
the CHARMM version 22 forcefield (MacKerell et al., 1998). The effective
Born radii were computed using an empirical scheme first proposed by Still
and co-workers (Qiu et al., 1997) and modified for protein solvation
calculations by Dominy and Brooks (1999).
The effective Born radius of an atom depends on the atom’s specific
molecular environment (Babu and Lim, 1999, 2001). It is defined as the
atomic radius that would give the Born solvation free energy (Born, 1920)
of the atom with unit charge, if all other atoms in the molecule were
uncharged and served only to displace the solvent dielectric medium; i.e.,
i 
166
Gpol,i
, (7)
where
Gpol,i 1 1 	1  166RvdW,i  P1 166RvdW,i2 
 
j
Bond P2Vj
rij4
 
j
Angle P3Vj
rij4
 
j
Nonbond P4Vj
rij4
CCF
 (8)
and
CCF 1.0, if  rijRvdW,i RvdW,j
2

1
P5
, (9a)
CCF 0.5	1.0 cos rijRvdW,i RvdW,j
2
P5
2
if  rijRvdW,i  RvdW,j
2

1
P5
(9b)
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In Eq. 8, rij is the distance from the point charge of interest, i, to an
uncharged atom j in the molecule; RvdW,i is the vdW radius of atom i, and
Vj 4⁄3RvdW,j3 is the volume of atom j. The vdW radii were taken from the
CHARMM version 22 all-hydrogen forcefield with the polar hydrogen
radii set to 0.8 Å following previous works (Dominy and Brooks, 1999;
Qiu et al., 1997). P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and  are fitting parameters. They have
been optimized by Dominy and Brooks (1999) for a combined protein and
nucleic acid structure database and the CHARMM version 22 forcefield.
The parameters used in this work are P1  0.448, P2  0.173, P3  0.013,
P4  9.015, P5  0.9, and   0.705 (Dominy and Brooks, 1999). The
reader is referred to the original works for the derivation of Eq. 8 (Qiu et
al., 1997) and the fitting procedure to obtain the parameters (Dominy and
Brooks, 1999).
The Gsolvelec energies have also been evaluated by solving numerically
the linearized Poisson–Boltzmann equation using the DelPhi program
(Gilson and Honig, 1988). The protein was treated as a low dielectric
medium (int  1) surrounded by a high dielectric solvent (out  80 for
water). The ionic strength was set to zero, but increasing it to 0.1 M had
little effect on the magnitude of the solvation free energy, as found in
previous works (Froloff et al., 1997; Jackson and Sternberg, 1995). The
low-dielectric region of the protein was defined as the region inaccessible
to contact by a 1.4-Å sphere rolling over the molecular surface, defined by
the atomic coordinates and vdW radii. The vdW radii and atomic charges
used in the DelPhi calculations were taken from the CHARMM version 22
forcefield. The electrostatic potentials were calculated on a cubic grid with
a spacing of 0.5 Å and a 90% grid fill to avoid grid boundary artifacts. The
difference between the electrostatic potential calculated in solution (out 
80) and in the gas phase (out  1) yielded the electrostatic contribution to
the solvation free energy.
Isomerization free energy Gisom
The isomerization free energy for each molecule was estimated from the
energy difference between the relaxed all-hydrogen structure and the
respective fully minimized structure (see above); i.e.,
Gisom  Eisom EX EXmin, (10)
where X  r, l, or R  L, and
E EvdW Eelec (11)
The energy E was calculated using the CHARMM program (Brooks et al.,
1983) with the version 22 all-hydrogen forcefield (MacKerell et al., 1998)
with   1 and an atom-based force-shifting function, which shifts the
nonbonded forces to zero at 12 Å.
Gas-phase binding free energy, Ggas
The standard gas-phase free energy change is given by
Ggas Egas pV
 TStrans Srot Svib Sconf (12)
where the intramolecular energy change, Egas is computed from Eqs. 11
and 13,
Egas ER  Lmin Ermin Elmin (13)
and pV  	RT  	0.6 kcal.mol at 298 K.
The gas-phase translational and rotational entropies for the free proteins
and their complex were calculated from ideal gas partition functions
(Qtrans, Qrot) using classical statistical mechanics (McQuarrie, 1976).
TStrans 	52 32 ln2mkBTh2   ln
kBT, (14)
TSrot 	32 12 lnIaIbIc 32 ln8
2kBT
h2   ln
kBT.
In Eq. 14, m is the total mass of the molecule, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
T is the temperature (298 K), h is Planck’s constant,  is the number density
(1 M per liter), IA, IB, IC are the 3 principal moments of inertia, and  is the
symmetry number (which is equal to 1 for nonsymmetric molecules).
The gas-phase vibrational entropies for the free proteins and the respec-
tive complex were calculated from normal mode frequencies j based on
the expression (McQuarrie, 1976):
TSvib 
j1
3N	6 hvj
ehj/kBT 1 kBT ln1 e
	hj/kBT. (15)
The normal mode frequencies j were computed using the CHARMM
program (Brooks et al., 1983) with the version 22 all-hydrogen forcefield
(MacKerell et al., 1998) using an iterative diagonalization scheme (Janezic
and Brooks, 1995), a dielectric constant of one, and a cutoff of 12 Å to
truncate the nonbonded forces. For each structure, there were six zero-
frequency modes corresponding to overall translational and rotational
motions and no imaginary frequencies.
The conformational entropy change, Sconf, was approximated by the
loss of side-chain conformational entropy upon binding, which, in turn,
was estimated using the empirical scale of Pickett and Sternberg (1993,
1994). This model assumes that solvent-accessible side chains (with rela-
tive SASA 60%) populate different rotamers, whereas buried side chains
(with relative SASA  60%) are restricted to one rotamer. The conforma-
tion entropy of a given side chain r (Sconf,r) is given by,
Sconf,r  R
i1
N
pi lnpi, (16)
where pi is the probability of the side chain in rotameric state i. The values
of pi were obtained from the observed distribution of side-chain rotamers
in 50 nonhomologous protein crystal structures, taking into account the
effects of symmetry and free rotation (Pickett and Sternberg, 1993).
RESULTS
In computing G0 according to Schemes 1–3, two assump-
tions were made: the free energy components in Eq. 1 were
assumed to be additive; and they were based on a single
time-averaged x-ray structure rather than ensemble aver-
aged. Hence, the present scheme is best suited for the
noncovalent binding of two proteins that undergo only
slight conformational changes to form a high affinity com-
plex, as in the case here (see Table 1). However, for the
binding of flexible peptides to proteins, free energy esti-
mates based on a single conformation of the unbound and
bound species may not be appropriate.
Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results for D1.3Hel and
trypsinBPTI binding, respectively. In each case, the bind-
ing free energy was computed using three different sets of
structures for the free proteins (see Methods): the relaxed
all-hydrogen x-ray structures (Scheme 1); rigid [r]sln 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[R]sln and [l]sln  [L]sln structures (Scheme 2); and [r]sln 
[Rmincons]sln and [l]sln [Lmincons]sln (Scheme 3). In what
follows, we will first compare the free energies computed
using the relaxed all-hydrogen x-ray structures with exper-
iment. Agreement with experiment then allows us to assess
the relative contributions from protein–protein versus pro-
tein–solvent versus solvent–solvent interactions and elec-
trostatic versus vdW forces to the binding free energy. We
then evaluate the accuracy of binding free energies com-
puted using rigid as well as [Rmincons]sln and [Lmincons]sln
free protein structures.
Comparison between computed and
experimental Gexp: GB versus PB
Tables 3 and 4 show that the GGB0 (	11.4 kcal/mol for
D1.3Hel and 	18.6 kcal/mol for trypsinBPTI) based on
[r]sln, [l]sln, and [R  L]sln relaxed x-ray structures and
Gsolv,GBelec are in excellent agreement with the experimen-
tal values (	11.4 and 	18.1 kcal/mol). In contrast, the
GPB0 based on [r]sln, [l]sln, and [R  L]sln relaxed x-ray
structures and Gsolv,PBelec exhibit larger deviations from the
experimental numbers than GGB0 , whereas the GGB0 and
GPB0 differ by roughly 20%. The remarkable agreement
between GGB0 and experiment indicates that systematic
errors involved in computing free energies/energies in the
right and left legs of Scheme 1 have largely cancelled.
Because the Gsolv,GBelec based on x-ray structures are more
negative than the respective Gsolv,PBelec by 7.6%, but the
CPU time needed to compute Gsolv,GBelec is 5 to 6 times less
than that for Gsolv,PBelec , the GB formulation together with
Scheme 1 appears to be an efficient and reliable way of
computing binding free energies and obtaining trends (see
below).
TABLE 3 Free energy and its components for the binding of the Fv region of mouse monoclonal antibody D1.3 to hen
egg-white lysozyme (Hel)*
Scheme§
This Work
Rigid† Rigid‡Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3
Interface area¶ 1448 1479 1470 1640
Total binding free energy,**
G° 11.4 (9.4) 38.4 (44.2) 5.4 (7.4) 9  3
Solvation contributions
Gsolvcav 	66.6 	68.0 	67.6
GsolvvdW 56.2 57.4 57.0
Gsolvelec** 98.1 (100.1) 118.7 (124.5) 118.1 (120.2) 139.6
Gsolv 87.7 (89.7) 108.1 (113.9) 107.6 (109.6)
Gas phase contributions
EisomvdW†† 	39.4 31.1 	26.3
Eisomelec †† 71.0 148.7 88.7
EgasvdW 	67.8 	62.1 	52.0
Egaselec 	106.1 	242.1 	163.0 	104.8
	TStrans 13.4 13.4 13.4
	TSrot 14.1 14.1 14.1
	TSvib‡‡ 7.0 18.5 14.2
	TSconf 9.3 9.3 9.3 42  3
Ggasisom§§ 99.1 69.7 102.2
Net component contributions
Gsolvnonel¶¶ 	10.4 	10.6 	10.6 	41
EvdW 	107.2 	31.0 	78.3
Gelec*** 63.0 (65.0) 25.3 (31.1) 43.9 (45.9) 	21 34.8
	TStransrotvib††† 34.5 46.0 41.7 9
*All energies are in kcal/mol; a blank means that the value is not available.
†From Novotny et al. (1989). The authors also computed a cratic entropy term, 	TScratic, which was set to 2 kcal/mol.
‡Data for homologous HyHel10-HEL system from Novotny et al. (1997). Note that an internal dielectric constant int 4 was used to solve the PB equation,
whereas an int  1 was used in this work.
§See Methods and Table 2; “rigid” implies that the rigid-binding approximation was used, see text.
¶The difference between the solvent-accessible surface areas of bound and free proteins in Å2.
G
  Gsolv,PB/GB  Ggasisom; see Methods.
**The numbers without and with parentheses were computed using the GB model and finite difference PB methods, respectively.
††Eisom is the energy required to isomerize the local energy minimum in the gas phase to the respective relaxed all-hydrogen X-ray structure.
‡‡The TS values of the individual species are taken from the last column of Table 6.
§§Ggasisom  Eisom  Ggas using Eqs. 10–12.
¶¶Gsolvnonel  Gsolvcav  GsolvvdW using Eq. 5.
EvdW  EisomvdW  EgasvdW.
***Gelec  Gsolvelec  Eisomelec  Egaselec.
†††TStransrotvib  TStrans  TSrot  TSvib.
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Solvation versus gas-phase contributions to
binding affinity
Scheme 1 enables the net binding free energy to be dis-
sected into solvation (protein–solvent and solvent–solvent)
versus gas-phase (protein–protein) contributions. The latter,
which is a sum of Ggas and Gisom terms, is negative,
thus favoring complexation, whereas Gsolv is positive
and opposes binding (Tables 3 and 4). For both systems,
gas-phase vdW and electrostatic protein–protein interac-
tions favor binding (EgasvdW and Egaselec negative). Note that
Egaselec is negative even though the receptor and ligand have
net positive charges (Table 1). The solvent–solvent cavita-
tion term (Eq. 5) also favors protein–protein complexation
(Gsolvcav negative) as less work is required to create the
complex cavity than the free protein cavities in solution. In
contrast to the favorable protein–protein and solvent–sol-
vent interactions, vdW and electrostatic protein–solvent in-
teractions generally oppose binding (GsolvvdW and Gsolvelec
positive) due to the cost of desolvating the unbound pro-
teins.
Decomposition of G0 into component energies
Tables 3 and 4 show that, for both systems, Gsolvnonel
(	10.4 kcal/mol for D1.3Hel and 	12.0 kcal/mol for
trypsinBPTI) roughly cancels the gas-phase conformational
entropy term,	TSconf (9.3 kcal/mol for D1.3Hel and 11.9
kcal/mol for trypsinBPTI). This finding can be rationalized
if Gsolvnonel	TSsolvent, based on the fact that Gsolvnonel
is related to the hydrophobic effect, which, at room temper-
ature, is dominated by the solvent entropy term. The ob-
served cancellation can then be attributed to the increase in
the solvent entropy upon complexation (as protein side
chains at the interface release water molecules), and the
concomitant decrease in the solute entropy (as protein side
chains at the interface lose torsional degrees of freedom
upon interacting with other residues) (Novotny et al., 1989).
To verify whether the observed cancellation of Gsolvnonel
and TSconf is general, these two quantities were also com-
puted for other systems for which x-ray structures are avail-
able for both the free and bound proteins (although the
structures for these systems may not be as accurate because
they do not satisfy all the criteria specified in the Introduc-
tion, Gsolvnonel and TSconf are not very sensitive to the
structures because they depend on the SASA, see Tables 3
and 4). The results in Table 5 show that Gsolvnonel and
	TSconf oppose each other and their difference is less than
1.5 kcal/mol, indicating that Gsolvnonel and 	TSconf gen-
erally offset one another. It should be emphasized that the
observed Gsolvnonel and TSconf compensation rests on the
magnitude of the coefficient 
, 7.2 cal/mol/Å2, used in this
work (see below).
TABLE 4 Free energy and its components for the binding of trypsin to BPTI*
Free Structures
This Work
Rigid† Rigid‡ Rigid§Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3
Interface area 1667 1542 1538 1500 1573 1231
Total binding free energy
G° 18.6 (23.1) 7.5 (4.4) 34.1 (31.1) 21.7 10.7 15.7
Solvation contributions
Gsolvcav 	76.7 	70.9 	70.7 	61.8 	73.3
GsolvvdW 64.7 59.8 59.7
Gsolvelec 84.6 (80.1) 198.0 (201.1) 180.5 (183.5) 119.0 	101.9
Gsolv 72.6 (68.1) 186.9 (190.0) 169.4 (172.4)
Gas phase contributions
EisomvdW 44.3 42.1 21.7
Eisomelec 166.1 132.0 41.1
EgasvdW 	105.8 	86.0 	80.4
Egaselec 	228.3 	314.7 	213.1
	TStrans 12.6 12.6 12.6
	TSrot 13.6 13.4 13.4
	TSvib 	5.0 	2.7 	7.6
	TSconf 11.9 9.4 9.4 36.0 9.6 9.8
Ggasisom 91.3 194.4 203.5
Net component contributions
Gsolvnonel 	12.0 	11.1 	11.1 	37.5
EvdW 	61.6 	43.8 	58.7
Gelec 22.5 (18.0) 15.3 (18.4) 8.5 (11.5) 	30.0 55.4 47.8
	TStransrotvib 21.2 23.4 18.5 9.0
*See footnotes under Table 3.
†From Krystek et al. (1993).
‡From Jackson and Sternberg (1995).
§From Polticelli et al. (1999).
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Because the Gsolvnonel and 	TSconf terms offset one
another in Tables 3 and 4, the remaining components of the
binding affinity can be partitioned into net gas-phase pro-
tein–protein vdW effects (Evdw), net protein–protein and
protein–solvent electrostatic effects (Gelec), and the sum of
translational, rotational, and vibrational entropy changes
(	TStransrotvib). The magnitudes of EvdW, Gelec, and
TStransrotvib in Tables 3 and 4 are sizable, indicating that
all three components contribute to the overall binding af-
finity, so that
G
 Evdw Gelec TStransrotvib. (17)
The GGB0 computed using Eq. 17 are 	9.7 kcal/mol for
D1.3Hel and 	17.9 kcal/mol for trypsinBPTI, which un-
derestimate the experimental numbers by 1.7 and 0.2 kcal/
mol, respectively. Of the three terms in Eq. 17, only the
gas-phase protein–protein vdW interactions favor binding
(Evdw negative). Furthermore, the magnitude of Evdw is
larger than that of Gelec or TStransrotvib for both
D1.3Hel and trypsinBPTI complexation. These findings
are consistent with the experimental observation that en-
thalpy drives D1.3Hel binding from measurements of en-
thalpy and entropy changes by titration calorimetry (Bhat et
al., 1994). Hence, close packing and shape complementarity
play important roles in noncovalent protein association. The
net electrostatic interactions generally oppose formation of
complexes with an interface area between 1400 and 1700
Å2 (Gelec positive). This finding does not mean that elec-
trostatic interactions are unimportant for protein binding,
but shows that the gain in hydrogen bonding and charge–
charge protein–protein interactions across the interface is
offset by the loss of favorable electrostatic protein–solvent
interactions. Although translational and rotational entropy
loss inevitably oppose complexation (Stransrot negative),
vibrational entropy can favor or disfavor protein–protein
association: Svib is negative for D1.3Hel complexation,
but is positive for trypsin–BPTI binding (see also Discus-
sion).
Because the magnitude of the TStransrot term is similar
for two ligands of roughly equal volumes, l and l, binding
to a common receptor r, their binding free energy difference
will be given by
G
 Evdw Evdw Gelec
 Gelec TSvib TSvib, (18)
where the prime denotes the thermodynamic change for
binding of l. Hence, the discrimination between two simi-
larly shaped ligands, which defines specificity, is governed
by close packing of the protein surfaces so that the proper
hydrogen bonds can be formed (McCammon, 1998). Eq 18
shows that the affinity of a drug ligand l for its receptor
protein with an interface area between 1400 and 1700 Å2
can be improved by mutations that increase the magnitude
of Evdw, but decrease the magnitude of Gelec.
Evaluation of the rigid-binding approximation
The RMSDs of the heavy atoms in the free x-ray structure
from the corresponding complex crystal structure is1.3 Å for
both systems studied (Table 1). Therefore, the structural
changes upon complexation are relatively small and it seems
reasonable, to a first approximation, to neglect any conforma-
tional changes upon protein–protein association; i.e., to assume
[r]sln  [R]sln and [l]sln  [L]sln. In fact, previous studies used
this rigid-binding approximation to compute the free energy
for D1.3Hel and trypsinBPTI binding (Tables 3 and 4). The
binding free energy computed using Scheme 2 does not agree
with the experimental value (Tables 3 and 4, column 3), and is
even quite positive for the binding of D1.3 antibody to Hel.
The discrepancy between theory and experiment arises from
both protein–protein as well as protein–solvent electrostatic
interactions. The rigid free receptor and free ligand conforma-
tions isomerize to local minima, which have less favorable
electrostatic interactions than the local minima derived from
the relaxed x-ray structures of the free proteins. Consequently,
TABLE 5 Changes in the side-chain conformational entropy (TSconf) and nonelectrostatic solvation free energy (Gsolv
nonel) in
various protein–protein associations
Receptor* Proteinase B D1.3 -Chymotrypsin Subtilisin Trypsin Thermitase Subtilisin
Carlsberg Novo
(1sgb) (1vfa) (2cha) (1sbc) (2ptn) (1thm) (1sup)
Ligand* OMTKY3 HEL OMTKY3 Eglin C BPTI Eglin C CI-2
(1omt) (1dpx) (1omt) (1egl) (1bpi) (1egl) (2ci2)
Complex 3sgb 1vfb 1cho 1cse 2ptc 1tec 2sni
Interface area† 1447 1448 1632 1640 1667 1719 1795
Gsolvnonel‡ 	10.4 	10.4 	11.8 	11.8 	12.0 	12.3 	12.9
	TSconf‡ 8.9 9.3 10.4 10.7 11.9 11.2 12.1
Gsolvnonel 	1.5 	1.1 	1.4 	1.1 	0.1 	1.1 	0.8
	TSconf
*PDB entry in brackets.
†The difference between the solvent-accessible surface areas of bound and free proteins in Å2.
‡In kcal/mol.
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the Egaselec values computed using the rigid free receptor and
free ligand structures (	242 and 	315 kcal/mol) are more
negative than the respective numbers in the second column of
Tables 3 and 4 (	106 and 	228 kcal/mol). In contrast, the
Gsolvelec values computed using the rigid free structures (119
and 198 kcal/mol) are more positive than the respective num-
bers in column 2 of Tables 3 and 4 (98 and 85 kcal/mol).
In the case of D1.3 antibody binding to Hel, the relative
component contributions to the binding free energy com-
puted using Scheme 2 do not agree with those obtained
using Scheme 1. In particular, Scheme 2 predicts that the
dominant contribution to the net binding free energy for
D1.3Hel complexation is not EvdW, but the entropy term,
TStransrotvib, in contrast to Scheme 1 and experimental
observations (see above). These results show that, even if
the structural changes upon complexation are known to be
small, the rigid-binding approximation (Scheme 2) will
generally not yield accurate binding free energy, and may
also not reveal the dominant contribution to the binding free
energy.
Evaluation of free Rmincons receptor and free
Lmincons ligand structures
In cases where the free receptor or free ligand structures
have not been experimentally solved but their complex
crystal structure is known, the former can be predicted from
the latter by minimizing the receptor and ligand conforma-
tions in the complex (see Structures section above) provided
that binding results in minimal conformational changes.
Like the rigid structures, the [r]sln  [Rmincons]sln and [l]sln
 [Lmincons]sln structures predict a positive binding free
energy for D1.3Hel complexation, whereas they severely
overestimate the magnitude of the free energy for
trypsinBPTI binding. However, they yield trends in the
relative component contributions to the binding free energy
that are similar to those based on the relaxed x-ray struc-
tures (Tables 3 and 4). The magnitude of the component
contributions based on the [Rmincons]sln and [Lmincons]sln
structures are in-between the respective numbers based on
the x-ray and rigid structures (Tables 3 and 4). This suggests
that approximating [r]sln and [l]sln by [Rmincons]sln and
[Lmincons]sln, respectively, in cases where slight conforma-
tional rearrangements accompany complexation, as in the
cases studied here, can reveal qualitative features in the
binding free energies.
Dependence of component free energies on free
and complex structures
The results using Schemes 1–3 show that accurate structures
are needed to obtain reliable absolute binding free energies
(Sharp, 1998). This sensitivity of the atomic coordinates is
expected because electrostatic and vdW interactions depend
on the interatomic distances. Hence, the Evdw and Gelec
terms computed using different free structures vary signif-
icantly (see Tables 3 and 4). The vibrational entropy term is
also sensitive to the local minimum structure used to com-
pute the frequencies (see Table 6). In contrast, the Gsolvnonel
and TSconf terms computed using different free structures
do not vary as much as they depend on the solvent-acces-
sible solvent surface area. These findings are in accord with
previous works (Froloff et al., 1997; Jackson and Sternberg,
1995; Novotny et al., 1997).
DISCUSSION
Below, we compare our above findings with results ob-
tained in previous studies for the same or homologous
systems and for other protein–protein complexes.
Comparison of the various free energy
decomposition schemes
The scheme used here to compute the free energy for
protein–protein complexation is closest in spirit to that used
by Jayaram et al. (1999) for protein–DNA complexation.
The key difference lies in the isomerization step in Scheme
1, which was introduced to obtain local-minimum structures
(with no imaginary frequencies) for normal mode frequency
calculations. In contrast, Jayaram et al. computed first the
isomerization/adaptation of the protein structure in the free
state to the conformation in the complex state (the adapta-
tion energy), and, subsequently, their desolvation (see
Scheme 4). As a result, the gas-phase complexation step
TABLE 6 Lowest four nonzero vibrational frequencies (cm1)
and vibrational entropies (TS in kcal/mol) from normal mode
calculations for the fully minimized structures*
Protein Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 TS
D1.3 (X-ray) 3.95 4.70 5.48 5.87 1569.2
D1.3 (rigid) 3.42 4.77 5.41 6.17 1562.1
D1.3 (predicted) 3.65 4.82 5.43 6.09 1564.2
HEL (X-ray) 4.35 5.01 5.36 5.97 718.9
3.72† 5.29† 6.17† 6.41†
HEL (rigid) 3.48 5.01 5.12 6.39 737.4
HEL (predicted) 3.96 4.96 5.89 6.46 731.2
D1.3HEL 2.17 4.62 4.97 5.44 2281.1
Trypsin (X-ray) 4.44 5.91 6.39 7.14 1476.0
Trypsin (rigid) 6.21 6.83 7.14 7.62 1478.3
Trypsin (predicted) 6.15 6.52 6.81 7.49 1473.9
BPTI (X-ray) 6.31 8.24 8.58 9.80 401.2
6.19‡ 7.70‡ 8.70‡ 9.56‡
BPTI (rigid) 7.87 8.64 9.98 10.78 401.1
BPTI (predicted) 7.86 9.05 10.67 11.95 400.7
BPTITrypsin 2.40 3.61 4.93 5.45 1882.1
*The notations X-ray, rigid, and predicted refer to the structures in the first
three rows of Table 2, which have been fully minimized as described in
Methods; none of the structures resulted in an imaginary frequency.
†Gibrat and Go (1990).
‡Janezic and Brooks (1995).
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corresponds to species that are not in energy minima, thus
their normal mode frequencies cannot be computed.
Rgas  Lgas O¡
Ggas
R  L]gas
1	Gsolvr 1	Gsolvl
Rsln  L]sin 2GsolvR  L
1	Gisomr 1	Gisoml
r]sln  l]sln O¡
G
R  L]sln
In computing the absolute free energies for D1.3HEL (No-
votny et al., 1989) and trypsinBPTI binding (Krystek et al.,
1993) in Tables 3 and 4, Novotny and coworkers used rigid
[r]sln  [R]sln and [l]sln  [L]sln structures and neglected all
vdW interactions, protein–solvent electrostatic interactions,
and the vibrational entropy change. Furthermore, they com-
puted the free energy components directly in solution via
the expression,
G
 Gsolvnonel Gelec
 TSconf TStransrot TScratic. (19)
Gsolvnonel was computed using Eq. 5 with 
 set to 25
cal/mol/Å2, whereas Gelec was computed from a solvent-
screened Coulomb potential with   4rij,
Gelec 
i1
n	1 
ji1
n qiqj
16rij2
. (20)
The 	TSconf term was estimated by 0.6N, where N is the
number of immobilized side-chain torsions, and the
	TStransrot and 	TScratic terms were set to 9 and 2
kcal/mol, respectively.
Like Novotny and coworkers, Jackson and Sternberg
(1995) and Polticelli et al. (1999) used the rigid-binding
approximation and computed the free energy components
for trypsinBPTI binding directly in solution. Both groups
omitted the entropy terms (TStransrotvib) because their
focus was on relative rather than absolute binding affinities.
In addition, Jackson and Sternberg (1995) neglected pro-
tein–protein and protein–solvent vdW interactions assuming
that atoms making interactions at the interface will also
make contacts with water in the unbound state. Hence, they
assumed that 	TSconf  Evdw  GsolvvdW and estimated
the binding free energy by
G
 Gsolvcav  Gsolv,PBelec  Eslnelec. (21)
Polticelli et al. (1999) also did not consider protein–protein
and protein–solvent vdW interactions explicitly, but as-
sumed that any difference will be implicitly taken into
account by 
 (see below) (Honig et al., 1993),
G
 Gsolvnonel Gsolv,PBelec  Eslnelec TSconf. (22)
The Gsolvcav , Gsolvnonel, Gsolv,PBelec , and TSconf terms in
Eqs. 21 and 22 were computed as in this work, except that
Jackson and Sternberg (1995) used 
cav  42.0 cal/mol/Å2,
whereas Polticelli et al. (1999) used 
  58.2 cal/mol/Å2
with curvature-corrected accessible area. Furthermore, both
groups used atomic charges and radii from the PARSE
parameter set (Sitkoff et al., 1994), and a dielectric constant
of two for the protein in computing Gsolv,PBelec , but a
dielectric constant of one for the protein was used in this
work because the CHARMM vdW radii and atomic charges
have been parameterized using   1. Note that the Eslnelec
in Eqs. 20 and 21 corresponds to the electrostatic interac-
tions between the two proteins embedded in a medium of
dielectric constant two. In general, the internal dielectric
constant of a protein is ambiguous in computing free energy
components directly in solution using a continuum dielec-
tric model. However, it can be unambiguously set to unity in
computing gas-phase Eelec using Schemes 1–3.
Gsolv
nonel and TSconf compensation
Using Scheme 1, Gsolvnonel was found to offset	TSconf for
seven systems for which x-ray structures are available for
both the free and bound proteins (see Table 5). Novotny and
coworkers also found Gsolvnonel (using 
 in Eq. 5 equal to 25
cal/mol/Å2, see above) to be roughly equal to TSconf for
both D1.3HEL (Novotny et al., 1989) and trypsinBPTI
binding (Krystek et al., 1993) (see Tables 3 and 4) as well
as for the homologous system, HyHEL-5HEL, and
McPC603phosphocholine (Novotny et al., 1989). Likewise,
in computing the change in free energy upon binding of
HEL to antibody HyHEL-10 arising from point mutations in
HEL, Sharp (1998) found that Gsolvnonel (using 
  25
cal/mol/Å2) and TSconf contributions compensate to some
extent. If this feature is indeed a general one, then the
hydrophobic effect and the loss in side-chain conforma-
tional entropy do not dictate high binding affinity. Support
for this comes from the observed poor correlation between
the change in free energy on mutating a side chain to alanine
and the change in total (or hydrophobic) side-chain SASA
on complex formation (Bogan and Thorn, 1998). Further
corroboration comes from the large and favorable (negative)
enthalpy changes observed for several protein–protein as-
sociation reactions (Bhat et al., 1994; Pearce et al., 1996).
For example, the binding between barnase and barstar is
enthalpically driven with negligible entropy change (Frisch
et al., 1997). In contrast, previous works have attributed
hydrophobicity to be the major factor stabilizing protein–
protein association (Kauzmann, 1959; Chothia and Janin,
1975; Horton and Lewis, 1992; Froloff et al., 1997).
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vdW interactions (Evdw)
Tables 3 and 4 show that the single largest attractive contri-
bution to the binding free energy in the two systems studied
here is EvdW. This is in accord with the free energy pertur-
bation results of Miyamoto and Kollman (1993) for the high-
affinity interaction between biotin and streptavidin, whose
binding free energy (Gexp	18.3 cal/mol) is similar to that
for trypsin and BPTI. In contrast, Novotny and coworkers
neglected EvdW, assuming that this term contributes little to
the overall free energy for D1.3HEL and trypsinBPTI bind-
ing. As well, Jackson and Sternberg (1995) neglected protein–
protein and protein–solvent vdW interactions, assuming that
their sum, EvdW  GsolvvdW 	TSconf (see above). How-
ever, using Scheme 1, EvdW GsolvvdW for D1.3HEL bind-
ing (	51 kcal/mol) opposes, but does not cancel, the corre-
sponding	TSconf term (9 kcal/mol), and EvdW GsolvvdW
for trypsinBPTI complexation is positive (3 kcal/mol), and
does not even oppose the respective 	TSconf term, which is
also positive. In other studies (Horton and Lewis, 1992; Ni-
cholls et al., 1991; Shen, 1997; Vajda et al., 1994; Williams et
al., 1991; Wilson et al., 1991) protein–protein vdW interac-
tions at the interface were thought to be balanced by protein–
water vdW interactions in the unbound state. Although this
may seem to be the case for trypsinBPTI binding because
EvdW is largely offset by GsolvvdW (	62 versus 65 kcal/mol,
Table 4), the former is almost twice the latter for D1.3HEL
complexation (	107 versus 56 kcal/mol, Table 3).
Translational and rotational entropy (Stransrot)
Using Scheme 1, the loss of translational and rotational
degrees of freedom (	TStransrot) was found to oppose
D1.3HEL and trypsinBPTI binding by 26 to 28 kcal/mol.
The difference between this value and that (9 kcal/mol, see
above) used by Novotny and coworkers (Krystek et al.,
1993) is because the latter is an estimate in solution (Page
and Jencks, 1971), whereas the TStransrot obtained in this
work was computed from Eq. 14 in the gas phase. However,
the TStransrot obtained for D1.3HEL and trypsinBPTI
binding is similar to that computed for insulin dimerization
(	27 kcal/mol) (Tidor and Karplus, 1994) and for DNA-
EcoRi complexation (	32 kcal/mol) (Jayaram et al., 1999),
which are also based on ideal gas partition functions. The
similarity of the magnitude of TStransrot computed for the
noncovalent association of molecules with varying masses
suggests a near cancellation of the mass-dependent terms in
the translational and rotational entropy (Eq. 14). Hence,
Scheme 1 leads to a binding free energy that is nearly
independent of molecular mass (Gilson et al., 1997). Be-
cause the magnitude of TStransrot is comparable to that of
EvdW and Gelec, it should not be neglected in computing
absolute binding free energies.
Vibrational entropy (Svib)
The four lowest nonzero vibrational frequencies obtained here
for HEL and BPTI are in good agreement with those reported
in previous studies (Gibrat and Go, 1990; Janezic and Brooks,
1995) (see Table 6). Furthermore, the mean square fluctuations
of the backbone atoms obtained from normal mode analyses of
HEL and BPTI were found to be in good agreement with those
deduced from B-factors (Gibrat and Go, 1990; Janezic and
Brooks, 1995). The four lowest frequencies in the D1.3HEL
and trypsinBPTI complexes were found to be significantly
lower than those in the free structures. However, the overall
vibrational entropy change opposes D1.3HEL binding but
favors trypsinBPTI complexation. The finding that vibrational
entropy can make opposite contributions to protein–protein
association is consistent with previous normal mode analysis
studies, which found that vibrational entropy opposes subtili-
sin-eglin C complexation (Ishida et al., 1998), but favors in-
sulin dimerization (Tidor and Karplus, 1994). Furthermore, the
	TSvib values for D1.3HEL (7.0 kcal/mol) and trypsinBPTI
(	5.0) binding are similar in magnitude to those for subtilisin-
eglin C complexation (9.0 kcal/mol) (Ishida et al., 1998) and
insulin dimerization (	7.2 kcal/mol), respectively. Errors in
the normal mode vibrational frequencies due to truncation and
anharmonic effects are present in both the free and bound
states and are expected to cancel, thus they are unlikely to
change the key findings of this work.
Net electrostatic interactions (Gelec)
Using Scheme 1, the net electrostatic effect is to oppose
D1.3HEL and trypsinBPTI binding (Gelec positive). In
contrast, Novotny and coworkers found the net Gelec to be
negative for D1.3HEL (Novotny et al., 1989) and
trypsinBPTI binding (Krystek et al., 1993) (Tables 3 and 4).
This is because they computed the Gelec term from a
solvent-screened Coulomb potential (Eq. 20) that neglects
charge solvation/desolvation effects. In later works, No-
votny et al. (1997) computed Gelec using PB methods and
an internal dielectric constant of 4, which yielded a positive
value for the homologous HyHEL-10HEL system (see Ta-
ble 3, last column). The same (positive Gelec) trend was
also found by Jackson and Sternberg (1995) and Polticelli et
al. (1999) for trypsinBPTI binding. This feature is observed
in the binding of other proteins; e.g., the binding of a series
of peptides to MHC class I compounds (Froloff et al., 1997),
the binding of DNA to cI repressor (Misra et al., 1998) and
EcoRi endonuclease (Jayaram et al., 1999), and dimer for-
mation by the capsids of three icosahedral viruses (Reddy et
al., 1998) and by the GCN4 leucine zipper (Hendsch and
Tidor, 1999). Thus, it seems that the net electrostatic inter-
actions generally oppose formation of complexes with an
interface area between 1400 and 1700 Å2, but it is not clear
if this is the case for near neutral proteins that form smaller
interface areas, which are likely to form weaker complexes.
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As mentioned above, electrostatic protein–solvent inter-
actions are found to oppose binding (positive Gsolvelec),
whereas hydrogen bonding or charge–charge protein–pro-
tein interactions drive complexation (negative Egaselec 
Eisomelec ). This was also found by Novotny et al. (1997) for
D1.3HEL binding and by Jackson and Sternberg (1995) for
trypsinBPTI binding (see Tables 3 and 4). Xu et al. (1997)
found that salt bridges across the binding interface can
significantly stabilize complexes. In sharp contrast, Polti-
celli et al. (1999) found the opposite for trypsinBPTI bind-
ing: the solvation term was found to favor binding (Gsolvelec
 	101.9 kcal/mol), whereas the Coulomb energy was
found to oppose binding (Egaselec  149.7 kcal/mol). They
attributed the latter to Coulomb repulsion between a 8e
trypsin and6e BPTI, and the former to the more favorable
solvation of the 14e complex compared to the free pro-
teins. Because the aforementioned groups computed the
solvation term using the same continuum dielectric method
(PB), the observed discrepancy may be due to the higher net
charge on trypsin of 8e used by Polticelli et al. (1999) (as
opposed to 6e in this work, see Table 1), which probably
resulted in significant conformational changes, as evidenced
by the much smaller trypsinBPTI interface area of 1231 Å2
(see Table 4).
CONCLUSIONS
1. For proteins that form high-affinity complexes, rela-
tively accurate absolute binding free energies can be
obtained using Scheme 1 and the GB model to compute
the electrostatic solvation free energy, provided accurate
x-ray structures for the free proteins and respective com-
plex are available. The latter is required, not only to
account for conformational changes upon binding, but
because Evdw , Gelec and Svib are sensitive to the
3-dimensional structure (see Tables 3 and 4).
2. There are three major advantages in using Scheme 1.
First, each of the free energy components in Eq. 1
corresponds to a well-defined physical process. Second,
by separating the gas-phase protein–protein interactions
from protein–solvent and solvent–solvent interactions,
the electrostatic components do not depend on the inter-
nal dielectric constant of the protein, whose value is
uncertain in computing the electrostatic components of
the binding free energy directly in solution. Third, the
translational, rotational, and vibrational entropy changes
can be computed in a straightforward manner (using Eqs.
14 and 15) in the gas-phase, but not in solution.
3. In cases where an accurate complex crystal structure is
known but not its unbound counterparts, approximating
[r]sln by [Rmincons]sln and [l]sln by [Lmincons]sln can
yield trends in the relative contributions of the compo-
nent terms to the binding free energy.
4. Neglecting vdW interactions from the free energy func-
tion can be a source of large errors because the gain in
protein–protein vdW interaction energy at the interface
may not be totally offset by the loss of protein-water
vdW energy in the unbound state.
5. The following findings apply to protease—inhibitor and
antibody–antigen complexes with an interface area in the
range of 1400–1700 Å2.
a. Due to the observed Gsolvnonel and 	TSconf com-
pensation, the magnitude of the binding affinity can
be estimated from three components using Scheme 1
(see Eq. 17); viz., net gas-phase, protein–protein
vdW effects (Evdw); net protein–protein and pro-
tein–solvent electrostatic effects (Gelec); and the
sum of gas-phase translational, rotational, and vibra-
tional entropy changes (	TStransrotvib).
b. The forces driving antibody–antigen and protease–
inhibitor noncovalent association stem from vdW
and electrostatic (including salt bridges and hydrogen
bonds) protein–protein interactions between comple-
mentary surfaces over a relatively large area (1400–
1700 Å2) (Pauling, 1974; Pauling and Pressman,
1945). In contrast, vdW and electrostatic protein–
solvent interactions oppose antibody–antigen and
protease–inhibitor binding. These two opposite
trends may be a general feature of highly charged
complexes with an interface area in the range of
1400–1700 Å2.
c. As a consequence of b., the affinity of an antigen
(inhibitor) for an antibody (protease) may be im-
proved by increasing the close packing and hydrogen
bonding (as opposed to charge–charge) interactions
between the two proteins, and reducing the electro-
static cost of desolvating the free proteins (e.g., using
water molecules to mediate charge–charge interac-
tions at the protein interface) (Bhat et al., 1994).
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